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Whichever Subaru model you care to name,
you´ll find it holds true to a single-minded, unique brand philosophy.
From the spirited Legacy to the spectacular Impreza WRX STi,
each demonstrates a passionate commitment to building real drivers´ cars,
for a range of different real-world environments.
All are based on the same combination of Horizontally-Opposed Engines,

Prowess, driven by pure passion.
All-Wheel Drive and a completely linear drivetrain,
honed in the heat of World Rally Championship experience
for more than a decade.
Using this as a mobile research and development department,
Subaru has translated the results into refinements for roadgoing vehicles
with a character unlike any others, creating cars
with the perfect balance of power, control and inherent safety.
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Subaru
All-Wheel Drive
Te c h n o l o g i e s

Subaru
Safety
Te c h n o l o g i e s

All Legacy, Outback, Impreza and Forester

The first priority for every car Subaru

models share Subaru’s trademark All-Wheel

makes is active safety. It begins with the

Drive and other rally-derived technologies to

accident-avoidance features such as full-

give you the power, control, grip and ride that

time All-Wheel Drive, 4-sensor/4-channel

make driving a true pleasure, whatever the

ABS and power steering. Everything’s

demands of the road and weather conditions.

designed to help keep you out of trouble.

The low centre of gravity provided by

But when the unexpected happens, Subaru

Horizontally-Opposed Engines and a perfectly

will still keep you safe. There are features

symmetrical drivetrain makes the Subaru han-

like a whole body design that is ring fenced

dle unlike any other car. Inherited directly from

by a wall of steel hoop-shaped frames to

rallying experience, and constantly refined for

provide a rigid cage. Coupled with steel

the road, this combination creates a difference

Side Reinforcement Beams, state of the art

you can feel every time you drive. Everything

seat belt restraints and SRS* airbags, they

works in harmony with a proven chassis,

give a feeling of confidence that means

sophisticated manual or automatic transmis-

everyone is best protected in the event of

sions and rally-refined suspension design. This

a collision.

is the essence of what separates the Subaru

*SRS = Supplemental Restraint System.
Most effective when used in conjunction with seat belts.

from ordinary cars.

Dry road

Rough road

Wet road

Snowy road
Tight corner

Sure-footed road holding in almost any conditions.

: New Ring-Shaped Reinforcement Frames
: Front Chassis Reinforcement Frame
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2.5 GX
2.5 GX

Estate: 2.5 / 2.0
Legacy Estate. Sleek looks, sports image.

2.0 GL

The Legacy Estate truly reflects a different driving lifestyle. From its
sporting body line all the way through to its sports-oriented abilities and
carry-all capabilities. It’s a unique combination of performance, grip, handling and capacity that exudes the philosophy of a true driver’s car. The
Legacy Estate also recognizes that life always has certain practical requirements - but Subaru believes they shouldn’t be at the expense of real driving
pleasure. That’s why you’re looking at a performance vehicle that can carry
you, your passengers and all your luggage effortlessly (with 1,646 litres* of
space with the rear seats folded flat), more safely and more comfortably,
regardless of wherever life’s journey takes you.
*Mesured by VDA V14
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2.5 GX

Saloon: 2.5 / 2.0
Built to do the business.
The latest 2.0 and 2.5 litre Legacy Saloons are the definitive, redefined. Combining the rally-bred technologies of All-Wheel Drive, linear drivetrain layout and improved Horizontally-Opposed Engines in real drivers’
cars that reflect Subaru’s philosophy of continuously perfecting the ultimate. Using World Rally Championship experience to develop and refine
every aspect of performance, handling, comfort and safety, the Legacy
range takes stress-free driving to a new dimension, effortlessly. Whether
you’re commuting to the city or communing with nature, it’s a satisfying
mixture that only Subaru can deliver.
2.5 GX
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H6-3.0
H6-3.0

H6-3.0 / 2.5
The ultimate combination.
The Subaru Outback has already made its mark as a unique dual-purpose
vehicle. Combining the sporty attributes of a luxury Estate with the SUV goanywhere capability of full-time All-Wheel Drive. Now, the latest 2.5 and H6-3.0
models improve the breed still further, with World Rally Championship refinements that increase performance, handling, comfort and safety. It’s a balance
that only Subaru could achieve with “The Best of Both Worlds” concept that
matches real driving pleasure with innate versatility.

2.5
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WRX

Saloon: 2.0
Rally strengths, bred for the road.
The latest Impreza not only benefits directly from Subaru’s recent
rallying experience, it has actually been developed as the base model for the
next generation of WRC contenders. The clues are instantly recognizable
from the aggressive, purposeful frontal design, to the sporting, stylish body
lines and the large rear spoiler. The results are improved aerodynamics, to
match a power train and chassis that enhance driving performance. Interior
quality is further refined, while strengthened safety features all round show
Subaru’s overall commitment to protecting both occupants and pedestrians.
WRX
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WRX
2.0 GX

Sports Wagon: 2.0 / 1.6
Sporting heritage, added practicality.
The stylish, sporty form of the Impreza Saloon is equally echoed in the
Sports Wagon. Here is a highly individual, multi-purpose vehicle with the same
inherent values of every Subaru, but which can carry a full load of passengers
and a surprising amount of cargo, wherever you want to go. To complement
the wide opening hatch, there’s the practicality of extremely flexible folding
arrangements for the rear seats. So, you won’t have to sacrifice enjoyable
performance for freedom and function.

1.6 TS
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STI. Partners in performance.
Subaru Tecnica International (STI) is the specialist motor sport division which develops the awesome WRC car engines and uses its skills to
transform the turbocharged 2.0 litre powerplant for the WRX STi. The
result is revolutionary. Using know-how and technology gained through
the fiercest of competition, STI feeds its expertise directly into the cars
that now carry their initials. Elevating these latest Imprezas to the
ultimate in roadgoing Subaru performance.
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2.0 XT
2.0 XT

2.0 XT / 2.0 X
Powering to a unique position.
The boldly restyled New Forester 2.0 XT and 2.0 X build on
“The Best of Both Worlds” concept, and take it on to new heights. With
the high seating position and interior versatility no Saloon can offer. With
the off-road capability no ordinary Estate commands. Above all, with the
smooth ride and crisp, responsive handling no tall, top-heavy 4x4 could
match. In total, it’s a balance of attributes that comfortably puts Forester
in a league of its own.

2.0 X (Optional bike carrier)
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Subaru. Steeped in World Rally history.
The World Rally Championship is one of
the most exciting motorsports on Earth,
and it’s made Subaru’s reputation.
Our single-minded philosophy
of using Horizontally-Opposed Engines and
a symmetrical All-Wheel Drive layout creates
a unique combination – and a history of success.
That includes the WRC Driver’s Championship,
and three consecutive Manufacturer’s Championships.
Now, that experience and
core technologies have inspired WRX STi Sedan
which are the closest roadgoing relatives yet of the
latest WRC cars,
but with full European Type Approval.
WRX STi. The ultimate expression of the Impreza
driving experience.

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000
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Legacy Estate

Fuel consumption* mpg (lit. /100 km)

2.5 GX (5 speed manual / 4 speed automatic, AWD)
Dimensions: L x W x H: 4,680 x 1,695 x 1,515 mm.
Engine: Horizontally-Opposed, 4-cylinder, SOHC,
16-valve, petrol engine.

<2.5 GX > / 5 speed manual
Urban: 22.6 (12.5)
Extra urban: 39.2 (7.2)
Combined: 30.7 (9.2)

2.5 GX

<2.5 GX > / 4 speed automatic
Urban: 21.9 (12.9)
Extra urban: 38.2 (7.4)
Combined: 30.1 (9.4)

Carbon dioxide emissions* g/km
<2.5 GX > / 5 speed manual
Urban: 299
Extra urban: 174
Combined: 220

<2.5 GX > / 4 speed automatic
Urban: 308
Extra urban: 179
Combined: 226

Legacy Saloon

Fuel consumption* mpg (lit. /100 km)

2.5 GX (5 speed manual / 4 speed automatic, AWD)
Dimensions: L x W x H: 4,605 x 1,695 x 1,415 mm.
Engine: Horizontally-Opposed, 4-cylinder, SOHC,
16-valve, petrol engine.

<2.5 GX > / 5 speed manual
Urban: 23.0 (12.3)
Extra urban: 40.4 (7.0)
Combined: 31.4 (9.0)

2.5 GX

Guarantee
Every Subaru has a 3 year / 60,000* mile warranty, 6 year anti-corrosion guarantee and
3 year’s free membership of Subaru Assistance - a comprehensive home and roadside repair and
recovery service cover throughout the UK and Europe.
*whichever comes first.

<2.5 GX > / 4 speed automatic
Urban: 21.9 (12.9)
Extra urban: 39.2 (7.2)
Combined: 30.4 (9.3)

Carbon dioxide emissions* g/km
<2.5 GX > / 5 speed manual
Urban: 294
Extra urban: 169
Combined: 215

<2.5 GX > / 4 speed automatic
Urban: 305
Extra urban: 173
Combined: 221

Great journeys begin in a Subaru. Enjoy.
Outback

Fuel consumption* mpg (lit. /100 km)

H6-3.0 (4 speed automatic, AWD)
Dimensions: L x W x H: 4,720 x 1,745 x 1,580 mm.
Engine (H6-3.0): Horizontally-Opposed, 6-cylinder,
DOHC, 24-valve, petrol engine.

<H6-3.0 > / 4 speed automatic
Urban: 20.2 (14.0)
Extra urban: 37.2 (7.6)
Combined: 28.5 (9.9)

H6-3.0

Impreza Saloon

WRX

WRX (5 speed manual, AWD)
Dimensions: L x W x H: 4,415 x 1,740 x 1,440 mm.
Engine (WRX): Horizontally-Opposed, 4-cylinder,
Turbocharged DOHC 16-valve petrol engine.
Displacement: WRX; 1,994cc

Impreza Sports Wagon
2.0 GX(5 speed manual / 4 speed automatic, AWD)
Dimensions: L x W x H: 4,415 x 1,695 x 1,465* mm.
Engine (2.0 GX): Horizontally-Opposed, 4-cylinder,
SOHC, 16-valve, petrol engine.

<H6-3.0 > / 4 speed automatic
Urban: 335
Extra urban: 183
Combined: 238

Fuel consumption* mpg (lit. /100 km)
<WRX > / 5 speed manual
Urban: 22.2 (12.7)
Extra urban: 39.8 (7.1)
Combined: 30.7 (9.2)
Carbon dioxide emissions* g/km
<WRX > / 5 speed manual
Urban: 300
Extra urban: 171
Combined: 219

Fuel consumption* mpg (lit. /100 km)
<2.0 GX > / 5 speed manual
Urban: 22.8 (12.4)
Extra urban: 41.5 (6.8)
Combined: 31.7 (8.9)

<2.0 GX > / 4 speed automatic
Urban: 23.0 (12.3)
Extra urban: 43.5 (6.5)
Combined: 32.8 (8.6)

Carbon dioxide emissions* g/km

*Cars equipped with roof rail: +20 mm

<2.0 GX > / 5 speed manual
Urban: 293
Extra urban: 165
Combined: 212

Impreza WRX STi

Fuel consumption* mpg (lit. /100 km)

2.0 GX

WRX STi (2.0, 6 speed manual, AWD)
Dimensions: L x W x H: 4,415 x 1,740 x 1,440 mm.
Engine: Horizontally-Opposed, 4-cylinder.
Displacement: 1,994 cc.
WRX STi

Forester
2.0 XT (5 speed manual / 4 speed automatic, AWD)
Dimensions (2.0 XT): L x W x H: 4,450 x 1,735 x 1,585 mm.
Engine (2.0 XT): Horizontally-Opposed, 4-cylinder,
Turbocharged DOHC 16-valve, petrol engine.
2.0 XT

Carbon dioxide emissions* g/km

<2.0 GX > / 4 speed automatic
Urban: 292
Extra urban: 156
Combined: 206

<WRX STi > / 6 speed manual
Urban: 18.2 (15.5)
Extra urban: 33.2 (8.5)
Combined: 25.4 (11.1)
Carbon dioxide emissions* g/km
<WRX STi > / 6 speed manual
Urban: 368
Extra urban: 205
Combined: 265

Fuel consumption* mpg (lit. /100 km)
<2.0 XT > / 5 speed manual
Urban: 21.2 (13.3)
Extra urban: 36.2 (7.8)
Combined: 28.8 (9.8)

<2.0 XT > / 4 speed automatic
Urban: 20.6 (13.7)
Extra urban: 37.2 (7.6)
Combined: 28.8 (9.8)

Carbon dioxide emissions* g/km
<2.0 XT > / 5 speed manual
Urban: 317
Extra urban: 187
Combined: 235

<2.0 XT > / 4 speed automatic
Urban: 328
Extra urban: 183
Combined: 236

*Fuel consumption and Carbon dioxide emissions: according 99/100/EC.
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www.subaru.co.uk
www.subaru-global.com
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